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I am delighted to introduce this magazine as part of Derby’s 
2013 celebration of International Women’s Day (IWD).

I have been involved in the planning of IWD Derby for several 
years; this is my first year as Chair of the committee of 
volunteers who raise funds and organise this free event 
for the benefit of the local community. I would like to 
say a big thank you to all of the committee volunteers 
and our event host, sponsors, partners, stallholders, 
performers, speakers and contributors for making this 
possible. And thank you to everyone who comes to support 
this event – we hope you will enjoy the uplifting 
atmosphere and everything that we have planned for you!

This year the theme is ‘Create & Innovate’ and there is so 
much on offer – you can try out arts & crafts activities, 
be inspired by our innovative speakers, discuss gender 
issues, learn something new at a workshop, check out info & 
opportunities at over 40 stalls, enjoy entertainment with 
a bit of audience participation and even treat yourself 
to some pampering and ‘me time’ in our chill-out zone! 

This magazine and our online films offer lots of further 
inspiration to take away from the event – please share 
it with all the girls and women in your life, and our 
non-female supporters, too! This is a showcase of local 
girls’ and women’s creativity and innovation and I hope 
that it inspires you to pursue your goals and maybe 
even get involved in our plans for IWD Derby 2014. 
Let’s make this a celebration of sisterhood and renew 
our efforts to ensure that the future for girls and 
women around the world is brighter, safer, healthier, 
more confident, more rewarding and more equal. Enjoy!

Vanessa Boon      
Chair of IWD Derby Planning Committee 

WELCOME!
T i m e Speaker’s Chamber W o r k s h o p

1 1 a m Create your own luck
Assistant Chief Constable 
Dee Collins shares her story 
of becoming the county’s 
highest ranking female police 
officer, with audience Q&A

New Possibilities – Creative 
Mentoring A creative session 
to generate ideas, clarify 
aspirations, plan a practical 
next step and have some 
fun! With Thinking Ground.

1 2 p m Create something that matters
A panel of inspiring local 
women who took action for their 
cause to make a difference, 
with audience Q&A. Including 
Dionne Reid – CEO Women’s 
Work, Lisa Bonnet – The 
People’s Kitchen, Kya Mackay 
– Children in Care Council.

Calm & Relaxation An enjoyable 
practical session with Bright 
Spark to guide you through simple 
techniques to bring calm to busy 
lives. No previous experience of 
relaxation techniques needed and 
guaranteed to help you to chillax!

1 p m Create your own path
Innovative women in unusual or 
male-dominated roles share their 
stories, with audience Q&A. 
Including Scientist Katie Smith, 
Engineer Margaret Nixon, Music 
Producer Kate Walters, Derby 
Theatre Director Sarah Brigham, 
College Principal Dawn Ward.  

Body Confidence Girls and women 
are constantly bombarded with 
messages of how our bodies should 
look in the eyes of society and in 
the media. Do you want to live up 
to an unreal expectation? Should 
you? What’s your reality? Boost 
your body confidence in a safe 
supportive environment and find the 
answers for you! With Janet Rose.

2 p m Creating Dale Diva
Ally Law shares her story of 
creating local choir Dale Diva and 
winning the TV talent show Don’t 
Stop Believing, interspersed 
with uplifting songs from 
the choir and audience Q&A

What do you stand for? Stevie 
Rosso leads this fun and thought-
provoking session, especially 
useful for girls and young women, 
to help clarify your values 
and where to draw the line.

3 p m Creating Sisterhood
Join our panel to discuss 
sisterhood, modern feminism 
and how we can all contribute 
to a brighter future for girls 
and women. Including author 
of ‘Reclaiming the F Word’ & 
University of Derby Lecturer – 
Dr Kristin Aune, Vox Feminarum 
founder - Sonya Robotham and 
Chair of IWD Derby – Vanessa Boon.

Women into Business - becoming 
your own boss This session aims 
to give budding entrepreneurs 
an introduction to starting up 
in business. You don’t need any 
experience or a definite business 
idea – just come along to see if 
being your own boss could be for 
you! A fun and friendly session with 
Sharon Jervis of Easy Marketing.

10amTree planting with the Mayor of Derby & Million Trees 
Derbyshire in the River Gardens, then into the Council 
House for an informal all-day programme of performances.

EVENT TIMETABLE

All views expressed in the International Women’s Day workshops 
are those of the speakers,  not those of it’s sponsors. 



1. 97% of UK executive board positions are held by men

2.  Over half of law graduates are women, yet only 15% of High Court Judges are women

3.  The UK has the lowest proportion of female engineers (8%) across the EU, Whereas in
 China40% of engineers are women

4.  78% of newpaper articles in the UK are written by men

5.  42% of women work part-time compared to 12% of men

6.  1 in 4 women will experience domestic violence in their lifetime and 1 in 3 teenage
 girls think its sometimes acceptable for a women to be hit in a relationship

7. Half of six-year-old girls say they worry about being fat; by the age of seven, 70% of  
 girls want to be thinner and by age nine, half have been on a diet. For girls aged
 between 11 and 17, most say it’s their number one wish in life to be thinner

Why We Need IWD

I know how it is. You see them 
on the TV, jumping around, 
microphone in had, and you 
know the little Irish one is 
singing the song just for 
you, and only you. In your 
head all you can imagine is 
how your wedding will look, 
and you’re already picking 
out names for little Alfie 
and Eve (the kids you’ll 
inevitably have). However, 
I assure you, marrying a 
member of a boy band, or 
the left back from Chelsea 
is not what you want your 
whole life to be about. 

As a girl, it’s your job 
to show the world that boy 
bands and left backs can get 
in line and start listening 
to what you have to say. 
Creativity and innovation is 
ingrained in all of us. As 
children we all made dens, 
stories and glitter heavy 
pictures for our parents; as 
you get older, you don’t need 
to lose those qualities. It’s 
still okay to draw and read 
and write for fun, you don’t 
have to just sit staring 
at Facebook, wondering 
if that boy from school 
will ‘like’ your status. 

Working in the creative 
industry doesn’t mean 
drawing pictures all day 

long (although the days when 
you can are rather fun), 
it means showing the world 
the creativity and strength 
of women and the difference 
that fashion, art and culture 
can make on the world It 
means making a difference to 
people’s lives and inspiring 
them. What we’re trying to 
say is, by all means swoon 
over their perfect hair and 
style, but in 10 years they 
may well be swapping Wembley 
for Butlins, whereas you, 
you will be designing the 
fashions, the stage and the 
album artwork for the next 
generation of boy wonders.
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“The strength 
of women 
can carry 
the weight 

of 
the world”

Sarah Pezdeck-Smith

I’m a volunteer in the sense that 
I’m not working, and I’ve joined 
the IWD committee because I am 
President of the Derby branch of 
a women’s organisation called 
Soroptomists International.Part 
of our work, as professional 
and business women is to try and 
undertake service projects, We 
raise funds and generally promote 
the welfare of women and girls in 
this country and worldwide. Due to 
me being President, I undertook 
some challenges with my colleague 
and we have raised money by taking 
on sporting challenges. I retired 
last year, and thought it would 
be a good opportunity to get fit 
and with the olympic theme in 
mind I undertook the gold olympic 
challenge. This meant that you had 
to do so many different sports 
before the olympics started. I only 
did 5 but that was enough, then you 
get a medal. We also raised money 
as a group, like a jubilee party, 
garden party, paté and pudding 
evening. So we’ve raised money 
for Target Ovarian cancer, and a 
charity called Maternal and Child 
Health Advocacy International, 
which supports women in the 
Gambia where there is a shortage 
of trained midwives, and poor 
facilities leading to a high death 
rate. We also try and do service 

Introduce yourself, and tell the 
readers a bit about what you do

project, we’ve been trying to work 
with women at Foston Hall prison 
that’s proved a little difficult so 
we’re moving on to developing some 
work with the probabtion service, 
helping them when they come out of 
prison and they’re on probation, 
so we help them with practical 
things, being a mentor and helping 
them with tasks like filling in 
forms, we do some sessions at 
the womens centre in Derby with 
skills like CVs, job interviews

I think its very important that 
the day has been supported by 
Soroptomists International for 
many years throughout the world. 
Infact on International Women’s 
Day they’ve held events on bridges 
to highlight that women should be 
more involved in peace processes 
through out the world, I know that 
we’ve joined in, in Nottingham. On 
Trent bridge,  to just highlight 
the role of women around the world. 
I belong to an organisation that 
is internationaly focused, it 
brings you all together, it makes 
you feel that you are all doing 
something together on that day. 

Why do you think Internatonal 
Women’s Day is important?

Stopher
Clark
Stopher
Clark
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I started getting involved when I got 
an email through from the student 
union at my university. I became 
the women’s officer at the end of 
last year, so it seemed like the 
perfect event to get involved with.

How did you get involved with 
International Women’s Day?

It’s such an opportunity for women 
to get together and celebrate their 
achievements. People who maybe don’t 
know about the celebrations will be 
able to see what people can achieve. 
They can become inspired to change 
their own lives, and maybe the lives 
of other people they know. For me, 
it has been a huge experience as 
well, which makes me realise the 
potential I have to help and join in 
with the International Women’s Day.

What does IWD mean to 
you on a personal level?

Being creative and innovative is one 
of the most important things that you 
can do, it can enrich your own life, 
as well as other people’s and it can 
be something that you didn’t know you 
were interested in or wanted to do. 
I think it’s a huge influence in my 
life; I study in the creative field. 
I think it’s a great opportunity. 

Do you have any thoughts on 
the create and innovate theme?

I think women are still at a 
great disadvantage to men. There 
are still issues to do with pay 
equality and treatment and in the 
younger generations, the language 
aspects, and the way jokes are 
made about stereotypical roles. I 
think it has the ability to change, 
and I think it is changing slowly.

Is there any ways in which 
you think women are still 
at a disadvantage to men?

My position at Derby University is 
women’s officer which means I bring 
liberation to the student union. 
It means representing women’s 
rights, it means making sure any 
female student, or and male student 
with a female related issue with 
the university has a forum. I 
will take any problem forward to 
the sabbatical officer covering 
welfare, and then it will be taken 
up with the University itself. As 
well as promoting information about 
the Women’s Liberation movement.

Tell us a little about your 
role at Derby University

I think its really empowering 
for women around Derby and 
internationally to have a day to 
celebrate achievements to be able 
to mark events that have happened 
and for women all around the world 
to get together on the same day and 
show what they can do for themselves.

What do you think it means to 
women to have a day like this?
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I think what is being done, with 
leaflets, flyers and talking 
to people. Taking the talking 
library to schools and leaflet 
drops in Westfield centre the 
week before will help enormously. 

What could be done to 
improve this?

I think when they acknowledge 
what they’ve done. We’ve gone 
through a long period where people 
have focused a lot on what their 
goals are, but these days life is 
a lot more about the journey, and 
creating and innovating within 
that journey is really important. 
I think when people discover what 
their creativity is then they can 
innovate and they can also feel 
much more fulfilled in their own 
life. I think thats important.

When do you think that women 
are at their most creative?

I’m running a presentation on 
the day about honouring our 
grandmothers, which will be audience 
participation. People can come up 
and take the place of somebody 
else’s grandmother and feel what 
it was like to be that person. 
It’s very instructive for them, 
so I think it will be exciting. 
Also talking to people about what 
I do in other areas of change. 

What are you most looking 
forward to about the day?

I’m a member of a number of 
organisations and one of the 
other members of IWD committee 
invited me to come along because 
she thought that the work I do 
with Constellations looking at 
how womens connection with their 
mothers and grandmothers, their 
history, would work with this day. 

How did you get involved with 
International Women’s Day?

I think it’s really important 
for the sexes and genders to be 
integrated and for people to find 
their place. It’s really important 
for me that I’m supporting this. 
My work on the day is to do with 
honouring our grandmothers, if 
I was at International Men’s 
Day, it would be honouring our 
grandfathers. So, it’s about seeing 
how we all fit, and we all do. 

As a male, what does 
International Women’s Day 
mean to you personally?

My name is Rafe Nauen and I work with 
individuals, groups and businesses 
looking at how people fit into their 
particular part of their world.

Introduce yourself, and tell the 
readers a bit about what you do

It needs more, it always needs 
more. It’s been going a long time 
but I personally hadn’t been aware 
of it until this year really, 
when I started to get involved 
with it. That doesn’t mean it 
wasn’t well publicised, I just 
hadn’t seen it. I think it could 
have a wider awareness though.

Do you think that enough 
credit is given to IWD?

Who inspires you?
Many people inspire me. 
Huge numbers of people



I’ve been involved for about 10 years 
now, more recently more actively, and 
this is my first year as chair of the 
group. Previously I’ve run workshops 
on the day about assertiveness and 
body confidence, however this year 
I’m the ‘conductor of the orchestra’. 

How did you get involved with 
International Women’s Day? 

I think it’s really important to 
celebrate International Women’s Day 
because in history, her story isn’t 
told. So many women who have achieved 
extraordinary things don’t get as 
much airtime as men’s achievements. 
So this event really gives us the 
opportunity to tell those stories, 
and I think the women who do get 
media attention, are often the ones 
who are deemed to be televisual so 
we get a distorted view of body 
image, in particular young girls 
seeing one body size and the effects 
of air brushing. For example, by the 
age of 9 most girls have been on 
a diet, and in a recent survey of 
girls aged 11-17, their main wish 
was to be thinner. That’s why I 
wanted to put on the celebration. 

What was it that 
kickstarted your passion?

I’m Vanessa Boon and I’m the chair 
of IWD Derby’s planning committee 
which is a very long title, I’m a 
volunteer and I’m very passionate 
about coming together to celebrate 
something that puts women in the 
spotlight for their achievements 
that often get under-reported. 
I also run my own business

Introduce yourself, and tell the 
readers a bit about what you do

I think women and girls tend to be 
so busy, we don’t actually take time 
off the hamster wheel to actually 
celebrate all the things we have 
done and achieved. Whether that 
be as partners, mothers, business 
women, as students, as hardworking 
people juggling lots of commitments. 
I think it’s really helpful for 
women to be able to take a little 
bit of time out for themselves 
and appreciate each other. That’s 
why its really important to have 
this time to give focus to that, 
and really give it attention. 

What do you think it means to women 
to have a day of celebration?

Women are naturally quite creative 
and innovative because it’s about 
problem solving; because we have 
faced a lot of problems and hurdles, 
and we are often the communicators in 
families we have to find solutions. 
That’s often when we get creative 
and innovative around situations 
and ask yourself ‘how can I get 
around this issue?’, you have to 
think differently. I think at their 
best it’s when they believe in their 
own ability and have confidence.

When do you think that women 
are at their most creative?

So many inspiring people. Someone 
who stands out is Shami Chakrabarti 
who runs Liberty in the UK. I think 
her work to campaign for human rights 
and stand up for vulnerable groups 
that don’t always have a voice is 
really inspiring. On a more local 
level a lot of unsung heroes in 
charities are campaigning for better 
body confidence for young girls and 
mentoring them in the community. 
I find that really inspiring.

Who do you find 
most inspiring?

VANESSA 
B O O N
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I was involved with a project 
called living my life which was a 
photographic project by Sheffield 
sexual health. I also do a buddy 
system with Derbyshire Friend. We've 
recently had a trans get together; 
we had about 19-20 people come to 
that. A lot of it is about community 
work and making people trans aware. 
because transphobia can happen within 
the town and within the county. So 
it's mainly awareness that I do. 

Tell us about your community 
work and projects.

Well I've created and innovated so 
you can say that yes, I feel quite 
privileged to be in a position where 
I can do this sort of thing and give 
confidence to other trans men and 
women to come out. You've got to 
realise that these people that are 
going to be on a big canvases live in 
Derby, so they will get recognised. 

Do you feel that you can relate 
to the create and innovate theme?

The acts they have on. Last year 
was fantastic with the choir - they 
really got the troops together. 
If it's as good as last year then 
there's going to be a lot of stalls 
there that will produce a lot 
of interest for a lot of women. 

What are you most looking 
forward to about the day?

A good question. If we look at 
England, and we look at the way 
women have evolved in terms of 
having the vote and becoming more 
and more integrated in our working 
day in terms of management and high 
level positions, and then we look 
at developing countries that need 
education. That’s what they need.

What do you think International 
Women’s Day means to women?

The first privilege you lose is 
not being able to go out at night 
on your own, because of the safety 
aspect. When i was a man it didn't 
worry me one little bit, what 
time I was out, if I missed the 
bus and had to walk home, didn't 
worry me one little bit. Now, I've 
transitioned thats all changed.

Do you feel women have 
less priveliges than men?

My name's Beth Seymour, I'm peer 
mentor and trans development officer 
with Derbyshire Friend. I’ve been 
involved with IWD for four years, 
so it's nothing really new. I get 
involved with IWD because I'm a 
trans woman and we are quite lucky 
in Derby, Derbyshire that we are 
included in the IWD. So that's my 
involvement. This years involvement 
will be a bit bigger than last year 
because we're going to be doing a 
narrative; 'New Faces' to the trans 
community in terms of pictures. 

Introduce yourself, and tell the 
readers a bit about what you do



I think it’s growing in momentum. 
It’s something that is getting 
more and more recognised. I think 
there’s still a way to go, and 
more is usually better in these 
things but yes, I think it has 
grown, its really making its place 
on the world stage which is nice.

Do you think enough credit is given 
to International Women’s Day

Thats an interesting one, I think 
like anyone when you get to that 
point when you are passionate about 
something and you are able to follow 
it that is when the real creative 
side happens. thats not just for 
women, it’s for anybody. If you 
find your passion, then you need to 
find a way of making that happen 
and there are lots of barriers in 
the way that things like IWD are 
helping to break down. Its having the 
people behind you, its believing, 
its knowing whats possible and 
believing that you can do it. Also 
having the ability to follow that 
creative path once you’ve got it.

When you do you think that women 
are at their most creative?

Lots of people inspire me. In history 
my latest discovery is a woman 
called Emily du Chaterlet, who did 
a lot of work deciphering Newton’s 
work, she was French and translated 
it into french but also made it more 
understandable. She put a lot of 
work into that. Other people that I 
need to mention are Helen Sharman, 
I once met her and she wrote for me 
on a postcard a little note saying 
‘Aim High’ and I always get that out 
every now and again. I did take her 
very literally; I got the postcard 
when I was about 13, and by the time 
I was 18 I had gone out of my way and 
done my pilots licence. So, I think 
she’s partly to blame for that, but 
she was the first Briton in space, 
she went up with the Russians.

Who inspires you?

Strangely I agreed to be a book, 
no one ever asked me to do that 
before. If there’s one thing I’ve 
learnt its that if someone asks you 
to do something slightly interesting 
its quite good to say yes, so I 
said yes I’d be a book. I’m going 
to be a book at Belper School to 
hopefully inspire sixth form 
girls into doing none traditional 
subjects like science and maths.

How did you get involved in 
International Women’s Day?

It’s great that there’s a voice for 
women out there and it’s great that 
there’s a celebration of some of the 
achievements that women have done. 
It’s still more difficult than it has 
to be in some cases. There’s still 
changes that need to be made, but 
it’s nice to celebrate some of the 
achievements that have been done.

Why is International Women’s 
Day important to you?

My name is Katie Smith, and I have 
spent 6 years now creating the 
first science garden in the UK in 
a public park. We opened before 
think tank opened theirs, and 
theirs is on a totally different 
scale, but we did open first. That 
has all been on a voluntary basis. 
My degree is in astro-physics, 
and I’m doing private tuition in 
the evenings, I also brought the 
Herschel telescope to Derby for 
the BBC Stargazing live programme.

Introduce yourself, and tell the 
readers a bit about what you do

KAT I E 
SMITH



The actress, Vanessa Redgrave is one 
of my heroes, and also Germaine Greer. 
I’m an old hippie and she was my hero.

Who inspires you?

Women are very creative in getting 
on with the job, and they go into 
detail - sometimes, men tend to 
only see the bigger picture. I 
hated Margaret Thatcher, but she 
was creative - I don’t agree with 
her politics but she was a creative 
woman. Women are creative in offices 
- when there are women in the office 
they don’t let people get away with 
things, they will stand up to men and 
remind them that they are equal. Men 
tend to naturally assume control.

When do you think that women 
are at their most creative?

I think in Derby they do, I think 
Derby has been brilliant - there has 
always been an IWD. I chose to come 
to Derbyshire from London because 
it was quite a radical county when 
it was a county council.There was 
a chief executive of the council 
that people hated because he was 
very radical too. It’s great in 
derbyshire because International 
Women’s Day is taken very seriously.

Do you think enough credit is given 
to International Women’s Day?

Peronsally, I suppose because I was 
married to an Italian , and in that 
culture women do everything for 
their sons and husbands. I watched 
my mother-in-law and she was kind of 
a slave to the family and I just got 
fed up with it. I’d just left college 
and it just started to happen, the 
womens movement- it was blossoming. 
I got involved because I was typing 
someone’s thesis for them, for their 
MA and I got really involved in what 
she was writing about feminism. 
People hated me because I never let 
them get away with anything! I was 
a real rampant feminist. I’m not 
very brave, but if other women are 
getting up to fight, I’ll be there.

Why is International Women’s 
Day important to you?

Well, I’m an old feminist, you 
know. I was around when they first 
invented it and I’ve been coming to 
the days that they’ve had through 
the years since they started in 
Derby. I kind of felt I needed 
to be here because I’m in my 60s 
and the focus is on the younger 
age group, but we’re still around 
- so I feel its important to have 
every generation represented. I’m 
running a workshop, which I like 
doing - I used to work with the 
college, and I used to like doing 
this workshop with the students. 

Why did you get involved with 
International Women’s Day? 

Well, one of the things that 
I’ve helped develop is to set up 
Transition Derby, so we’re now a 
registered a Transition town. With 
friends, I have  been involved 
with tree planting schemes.

Tell us a little about 
the Eco  work that you doSTEVIE

ROSSO



Volunteer
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H O L I D A Y

It brings women out,  I think sometimes 
we are in the background too much. 

Why is International 
Women’s Day important?

I came to see them last year, as 
I was interested. This year, I 
saw Vanessa and she was talking 
about it, I enquired and came to 
the first meeting to hear what it 
was all about, and it interested 
me so I started coming along. 

How did you get involved with 
International Women’s Day?

Well at the moment I’m a retired 
nurse, and I felt like I could 
do some volunteering work. I have 
joined quite a few. I’m on the 
Link committee, I’m on the elderly 
patient committee at the hospital 
and I’m on the 50+ forum also. 

Tell us a little bit about 
what you do

No, but those that are on the committee 
arte going out and focusing on young 
women, as well as middle aged people. 
Taking it out and selling it more.

Is enough credit given to 
International Women’s Day?

I’m looking for a good crowd, and 
that the women when they come to 
the workshops, take back something 
that will help them in life.

What are you looking 
forward to at the event?

I think you have to look at yourself 
and see what you can do to help 
the nation and help yourself. 
Some women don’t really put 
themselves out there, but we can 
do a lot even to help the world. 

When do you think women are 
at their most creative?

Yes, they sometimes try to stop 
us and say we can’t. Whatever man 
can do, we can do it just as good. 

Do you think that women are 
at a disadvantage to men?

My mother first, and myself too, 
because there are things that we can 
do. Not just sit down and say ‘I wish 
I could’, go out and do it! There’s 
a lot women can do, but we depend 
on the men to do it all the while. 

Who inspires you?

GLORIA NEWELL



I believe that it’s good to get 
a good level of community within 
women, and to support other women, 
inspire women, but also to get across 
that women have the right to be 
respected. Just the same as we all do. 

Why is International 
Women’s Day important?

One of my clients is involved, and 
said I would be really interested. 
I used to go along to the event 
years ago, and I really believe in 
supporting other women, and I think 
it’s an inspiring thing to do. 

How did you get involved with 
International Women’s Day?

I’m Julie and I work as a 
complimentary therapist since 1993. 
Prior to that I was a nurse, and 
when my marriage broke up, I looked 
at a way that I could work at home 
with the children and I ended up 
being self-employed. It’s quite 
inspirational for IWD because I 
wanted to find a way to work, but 
not be on benefits forever. I do 
reflexology and indian head massage, 
all sorts of complimentary therapies. 

Tell us a little bit about 
what you do

I think it could do with more 
publicity and I think that we’re 
trying to make it more friendly for 
the young. Making it more available 
and innovative taking it forward. 

Do you think that enough 
credit is given to IWD?

When you’re sitting in groups 
having discussions, sometimes when 
you have brainstorming sessions, 
doodling, drawing, telling stories. 
It can create awareness and make 
you more creative. Seeing other 
people’s work and listening to 
stories and poems can be inspiring. 

When do you think women are 
at their most creative?

I think life, it’s not who, it’s life.

Who inspires you?

JulieJulie
BowmanBowman

There is untapped strength in her tenderness
Wisdom in words spoken and dormant through thoughtful reticence.
Her stories reflect knowledge from generations gone before
Myths and legends when sisterhood was valued, a cherished 
treasure.

Herstory begins in the mists of understanding through experience
A contradiction of gentle, nurturing care with all the potential 
for a fierce warrior.
Given a cause to defend, a child to protect, vulnerability to 
safeguard
She assumes the tigress mantle, the transformation complete, 
infinite courage.

Her strength is drawn from goddesses of ages past, voices in 
dreams
Suffused with love and intelligence, their songs harmonise.
Brimming with perception they guide her thoughts and direct her 
actions
Synchronization of tone to reassure, strengthen and support.

The wealth of a sisterhood reflects the colours of the rainbow
Rich with shades and textures, instilled with a myriad of 
melodies.
Sunrise warms her tired bones, an infusion of new energy and 
life
The soft glow of the sunset swaddles her sleep, bringing well 
deserved peace.

Mother Earth grounds a life sentence of joy and pain, love and 
loss
While the heavens shelter and illuminate a woman’s complete 
existence.
Half the human race, glorious womanhood, beauteous and 
magnificent
Intelligence with humility, tenderness with vivacity, Celebrate 
our story.

Prescribed Poetry,
Siobhan C Fennell
Fundraising Poetry for the Children’s Society
www.prescribedpoetry.co.uk
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My name is Ann Webster and I lead 
on equality and diversity at Derby 
City Council. That covers a whole 
range of equality issues both in 
employment and service delivery.

Introduce yourself and tell 
us a little about what you do

No I don’’t actually. We try to in 
Derby but it’s very rare that you 
see other events publicised for IWD; 
you might get a little bit in the 
news but I’d really like to see us 
on the high profile mainstream news. 
The more cities like ours that put 
on IWD events need to push through 
the national media, not just the 
local papers, televisions and 
radios. If all cities did that 
then I think the main stream media 
would be forced to do something.

Do you think enough credit is given 
to International Women’s Day?

Personally I think it’s a big 
opportunity for women to get 
together. We’ve got a rich culture 
in Derby of communities and it’s 
really great when we get under one 
roof and share each others cultures, 
experiences and have a go at this 
and that. It’s a really fun event.

Why is International Women’s 
Day important to you?

I’ve been involved in IWD from 
the early days when I started 
at the council in about 1989, so 
year on year I’ve been heavily 
involved in both leading on the 
organisation, and now the proper 
committee that we have had for the 
last few years. I just do my bit. 

Why did you get involved with 
International Women’s Day? 

Ellie Simmonds! Absolutely. 

Who inspires you?

I think women always are innovative 
and creative because thats how we’re 
made. We always have to improvise with 
things, it’s in our nature. However 
I think we’re a cut above that now. 
At our International Women’s Day 
we’ve got our women that are coming 
along to help us try different 
things; like jewellery making from 
odds and ends, and just making 
wonderful things from basic things. 

When do you think that women 
are at their most creative?

Seeing the new council house 
absolutely buzzing with women, 
children and men and boys who 
support our cause as well.

What are you most looking 
forward to on the day?

ANN
WEBSTER



There are a number of females that 
over the years have inspired me. 
I grew up in the 70s and 80s so 
my teenage years, quite formative 
years. This isn’t about politics 
but, at that time Margaret Thatcher 
had a real influence I believe, as 
a female operating in a very male 
dominated world. It certainly gave 
me the view that I didn’t have to be 
a housewife, that I could achieve my 
dreams and be anything that I wanted 
to be in the world. Rosa Parks 
inspired me as a woman for standing 
up for her own beliefs. The fact 
that I studied in beauty therapy and 
hairdressing; Vivienne Westwood, 
because again her bold statements 
and fashion, Anita Roddick in terms 
of standing up for her ethical 
beliefs. I look back over time, 
and I had 3 female head teachers. 
My junior and infant school were 
both nuns, and I still visit one of 
them, again, they gave me lots of 
opportunities. Another female for me 
was Mother Theresa, for her humility.

What inspires you?

I always think celebrating is a 
really good thing to do, whatever 
you’re doing in life. To have a day 
of celebration is good and provides, 
certainly from an education point of 
view, the opportunity to look at role 
models for people to aspire to, to 
help guide and inspire people to get 
on within their careers, and seize 
the opportunities that are there. 

Why do you think it’s important 
to have a day of celebration?

Research will show us that actually 
very young people, when we are sort 
of very young children then the right 
side of the brain is working at a much 
higher functioning level, and as we 
get older that diminishes, naturally 
some people learn to use the right 
side of the brain and balances out 
through life. Personally I would 
say that creativity probably flows 
through me in the evening than it 
does first thing in the morning. 

When do you think that women 
are at their most creative?

I think it is important to actually 
recognise the role that women play 
in the world today, and its fantastic 
to have a day that provides us the 
opportunity to celebrate that. To 
actually talk about many role models. 

Why do you think that International 
Women’s Day is important?

I think it has changed over the 
last few years, and I do think 
that there is quite a lot of 
recognition now and certainly from 
my perspective, and what I have come 
across there is a lot of coverage 
on International Women’s Day. 

Do you think that enough 
credit is given to 
International Women’s Day?

I’m Dawn Ward and I’m the chief 
executive and principal of Burton 
and South Derbyshire College, which 
is a general further education 
college, which will have a range of 
curriculum right through from entry 
level through to degree programmes. 
That will be for people of any age 
to come and study at the college, 
but equally we work with many 
employers, many large corporates, 
but many SME’s within the region. 

Introduce yourself, and tell the 
readers a bit about what you do
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2 egg yolks
1 whole egg
80g of sugar
220g dark chocolate
250ml of cream
200g sugar
butter
cream
1tbsp of water

INGREDIENTS

METHOD
1. Put the 2 egg yolks, 
whole egg, water and sugar 
into a mixing bowl. Whisk 
this into a sabayon. Cook on 
a low heat until the eggs 
are cooked out. 

2. Whip the cream into soft 
peaks. 

3. Melt the chocolate in a 
double boiler. 

4. Incorporate the mix and 
melted chocolate together by 
folding together. 

5. Put this into moulds, and 
leave to set in the fridge. 

6. Once set, make a hole 
with a melon baller in the 
middle of the delice then 
add toffee sauce. Place the 
other half of the delice on 
top of the other. 

Recipe by Cody Taylor

Who inspired you to go 
into the food industry?
No one specifically inspired me to go 
into the catering industry, I made 
the choice myself, although I did 
watch a lot of Heston Blumenthals 
programmes where he produced some 
inspirational dishes, I wanted to 
do something to challenge myself 
so I felt going into a male 
dominated industry would do this.

Why do you think that 
cooking can be so creative?
I feel that producing dishes is a 
form of art, as a chef producing 
spectacular dishes you are like 
an artist producing a painting.

What are your aspirations for 
the future - do you hope to 
run your own restaurant etc?
In the future I would like to work on 
a cruise ship, travelling the world. 
It is a great way to see the world 
and experience different cultures 
whilst still being paid to do it.

Do you feel that women in the 
catering industry get enough 
credit for what they are doing?
when I think of different chefs, 
I always think of men first such 
as Gordon, Heston, Jamie etc theres 
not enough emphasis on the few 
successful women in this industry. 
female chefs should be treated 
equally to men in the industry and 
their work highlighted equally.

CODY TAYLOR
Catering student at BSDC

CHOCOLATE
CARAMEL
D E L I C E
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B E N  O W E N
The team who brought you this magazine are:

Jamie Gilman
JESS GILMAN
LYNDSEY ARNOLD
Nick Williams
Stephanie BonnerStephanie Bonner
When we started this magazine, I don't think any of us thought 
that we would get as involved as we did. Hearing the inspiring 
stories and passion of the women and men involved in International 
Women's Day really brought the celebration to our attention in 
a way it had never done before. We hope with this magazine, to 
inspire young men and women like ourselves to support the IWD 
cause, and be the next generation of IWD supporters. We'd like 
to thank all of the people who were kind enough to help with 
the putting together of the magazine, and give us the opportunity 
to be part of this remarkable day. Also, to all the readers for 
taking the time to show your support for International Women's Day,

thank you. 

 Remember, 
Ginger Rogers 
did everything 
Fred Astaire 

did, but 
backwards and 
in high heels.

 Remember, 
Ginger Rogers 
did everything 
Fred Astaire 

did, but 
backwards and 
in high heels.
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We would like to say

Thank You!Thank You!
to all of the sponsors listed below, for 
making this inspiring event possible
We would also like to thank the IWD planning 
committee, volunteers, speakers, workshop 
leaders, performers, stallholders and visitors 
for supporting this special celebration.


